高一英语第二十期·语法自测
II. Grammar and Vocabulary: Choose the one answer that best completes the sentence.
1.

When Mom looked back on the days of their marriage, she wondered how they managed with _____ money.
A. so few
B. such few
C. so little
D. such little
2. I have seldom seen my mother _____ pleased with my progress as she is now.
A. so
B. very
C. too
D. rather
3. Mr. Black is very happy because the clothes made in his factory have never been _____.
A. popular
B. more popular
C. most popular
D. the most popular
4. Computers and mobile phones, though they are indeed making out life _____ and more _____ have reduced
the need for face-to-face communications.
A. easily…efficient
B. easy…efficient
C. easy…efficiently
D. easily…efficiently
5. Jim went to answer the phone. _____, Harry started to prepare lunch.
A. However
B. Nevertheless
C. Besides
D. Meanwhile
6. We only had $100 and that was _____ to buy a new computer.
A. nowhere near enough B. near enough nowhere C. enough near nowhere D. near nowhere enough
7. The cost of renting a house in central Xi’an is higher than _____ in any other area of the city.
A. that
B. this
C. it
D. one
8. It is one thing to enjoy listening to good music, but it is _____ another to play it well yourself.
A. quite
B. very
C. rather
D. much
9. Mr. Stevenson is great to work for — I really couldn’t ask for a _____ boss.
A. better
B. good
C. best
D. still better
10. – The film is, I have to say, not a bit interesting.
– Why? It’s _____ than the films I have ever seen.
A. far more interesting B. much less interesting C. no more interesting D. any less interesting
11. The new stadium being built for the next Asian Games will be _____ the present one.
A. as three times big as B. three times as big as C. as big as three times D. as big three times as
12. – How was your recent trip to Sichuan?
– I’ve never had _____ one before.
A. a pleasant
B. a more pleasant
C. a most pleasant
D. the most pleasant
13. Four Chinese models were ____ the 14 people awarded prizes on Friday at the World Supermodel
Competition.
A. among
B. between
C. along
D. beside
14. We’re planning to send out a thousand invitations ____ Expo volunteers.
A. over
B. in
C. on
D. to
15. Sean has formed the habit of jogging ____ the tree-lined avenue for two hours every day.
A. between
B. along
C. below
D. with
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